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TBILISI WALKING TOUR

Metekhi Plateau - The inscribed-cross church built in the

5th century by King Vakhtang Gorgasali. It is located on

the cliff overlooking the Mtkvari River and Narikala

Fortress.

Abanotubani (Georgian Bathes) - Sulfur Bathes, built in

XVII century. Some of the pavilions are under the ground,

and the red brick domes with the steam streaming from

their top gives a special color to this area.



TBILISI WALKING TOUR

Walking through Leselidze street, visiting Shardeni

Street (a small walking street in Tbilisi, that has always

been one of the centers of cultural and social life in Tbilisi.

There are still many art galleries, salons of vitreous

enamel and other handmade items, as well as bars and

restaurants) and Freedom Square

Visiting Orbeliani Square - one of the most popular

places in Tbilisi nowadays. There is a small but very

beautiful garden on the square, in the center of which

there is a fountain. Orbeliani Square is especially famous

for its flower market. Thousands of flora lovers visit the

arched pavilions painted with thousands of flowers.



TBILISI WALKING TOUR

Visiting Dry Bridge - a bridge built in 1849-51. It is

famous for its antiques market and open-air art exhibition.

Lovers of vintage items will find many interesting things

here, like old samovars and tungsten, typewriters, tapes,

books, original souvenirs and etc. This place is also called

the "Memory Market".

Visiting Fabrika - once a soviet sewing factory, that has

been revived and transformed into a multi-functional urban

space bringing together enthusiastic individuals ready to

stretch their minds with new exhilarating experiences. Lost

and forgotten in the historical part of Tbilisi, the former

soviet sewing factory “Nino” is now the urban hotspot, for

locals and travelers alike.



Date: 30 June, 2023

Time: 10:00-12:00 or 14:30-16:30 (Tbilisi Time, +4 GMT)

Duration: 2 hours

Place: Tbilisi

Type: Walking Tour (guided)

Price: 30.00 USD (per person)

Group: Maximum of 15 People (min number of people 5)

Payment: Online via link (by card, except Amex) or onsite by cash

Booking: Pre-booking (5 days prior tour for card payment) or please reach the conference

registration desk on June 28th before the opening of the Impact in the Neighborhood event.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR VISIT


